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Corel 			Paint Shop Pro X Digital Darkroom is an easy-to-follow, tutorial approach to using Paint Shop Pro in exactly the way home users want to use it - to manipulate your own images in ways that a local photo lab often does to create both practical and comical projects. As you read, you will actually use the program to complete a variety of projects. You'll learn about key Paint Shop Pro tools almost without trying through both traditional and contemporary projects.

 Indulge in shrinking the kids, performing digital plastic surgery, modifying vehicles, creating creatures the tabloids would love to profile, altering pets, creating trading cards and calendars, and combining images to create once-in-a-lifetime shots. Drop people into places they've never been and challenge Mother Nature with unique perspectives. Create holiday magic, photo montages, and even do some traditional photo manipulation. Author T. Michael Clark provides careful instruction that will allow you, whether you are a novice or experienced Paint Shop Pro user, to complete projects and enjoy your experience with Paint Shop Pro X.

You're someone who has discovered the joy of digital photography, whether that means scanning in your 4" x 6" photos or using that shiny new digital camera that's become your constant companion.

But now that you've started to take more photos and you're getting better as you do, you figure there must be more. You may even be thinking that, in this day and age (it is the new millennium after all), with all the digital power around, you shouldn't have to break into the ol' piggy bank to pay for that "more." And you're right. As you'll read in the next section, you can get started in the world of digital photo magic for almost nothing. Read on....
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Hardware Acceleration of EDA Algorithms: Custom ICs, FPGAs and GPUsSpringer, 2010

	This book deals with the acceleration of EDA algorithms using hardware platforms such as FPGAs and GPUs. Widely applied CAD algorithms are evaluated and compared for potential acceleration on FPGAs and GPUs. Coverage includes discussion of conditions under which it is preferable to use one platform over another, e.g., when an EDA problem has...
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Applied Bioinformatics: An IntroductionSpringer, 2008
Confused by cryptic computer programs, algorithms and formulae? 

In this book, anyone who can operate a PC, standard software and the Internet will learn to understand the biological basis of bioinformatics of the existence as well as the source and availability of bioinformatics software how to apply these tools and interpret results...
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Strategic Marketing PlanningTaylor & Francis, 2009

	Strategic Marketing Planning concentrates on the critical planning aspects that are of vital importance to practitioners and students alike. It has a clear structure that offers a digest of the five principal dimensions of the strategic marketing planning process.

	

	Leading authors in this sector,...
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PCI Compliance, Third Edition: Understand and Implement Effective PCI Data Security Standard ComplianceSyngress Publishing, 2012

	The credit card industry established the PCI Data Security Standards to provide a minimum standard for how vendors should protect data to ensure it is not stolen by fraudsters. PCI Compliance, 3e, provides the information readers need to understand the current PCI Data Security standards, which have recently been updated to version...
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Database Systems: A Pragmatic ApproachApress, 2014

	Database Systems: A Pragmatic Approach is a classroom textbook for use by students who are learning about relational databases, and the professors who teach them. It discusses the database as an essential component of a software system, as well as a valuable, mission critical corporate resource. The book is based on lecture notes...
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Adobe Captivate 3: The Definitive Guide (Wordware Applications Library)Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2008

	Adobe Captivate 3: The Definitive Guide, the follow-up to Wordware s popular Macromedia Captivate: The Definitive Guide, steps you through all the procedures needed to create Flash movies based on any software on your desktop. You ll learn how to create Flash movies, edit individual screens, add and edit sound, even add interactivity (with or...
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